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“Thank you very much for joining us in Seggau at the final meeting of the Ludwig
Boltzmann Institute for Cancer Research.
We are grateful to our partners and sponsors for enabling an impressive scientific
programme with many outstanding international colleagues. I am looking forward to
many fruitful discussions and would like to highlight that the generosity of the
sponsors has enabled us to include many junior researchers to participate in this
meeting. Joining into scientific discussions with leaders in their field of research will
foster their scientific education.”

Richard Moriggl
Legal notice:
Every participant agrees that photos and videos taken by him during the event, which may be published in
picture, sound and writing in reporting about the event.
Any oral and poster presentation constitutes a privileged communication and may not be recorded or referred
to without explicit written consent by the presenting authors.
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Programme overview
Enjoy the final meeting of the LBI-CR in a beautiful location and inspiring atmosphere in cooperation with
excellence programmes SFB F47 “Myeloid Neoplasms” and SFB F61 “Monarchies and Hierarchies in Shaping
Chromatin Landscapes” funded by the Austrian Science Fund (FWF). We are thankful for the continuous
support from our Partners and Scientific Advisory Board (SAB) members. Below you will find an outline of the
scientific programme. All members of the LBI-CR, our SABs, the SFBs as well as representatives from our
partners have confirmed their participation. In addition, we have invited international experts to complement
the programme and to make it even more memorable.

Sunday, 6.5.2018: 5 speakers & posters


12:00 Registration and Lunch



13:15

Welcome (C. Lingner, P. Valent and M. Müller)



13:30

Scientific session 1 (5 speakers 20 + 4 min talks each)

o 16:00


16:30

o 19:00

Coffee
Poster session
Dinner

Monday, 7.5.2018: 12 speakers & added dimension


8:30

o 10:30


11:00

o 13:15


14:30

o 20:30

Scientific session 2 (5 speakers 20 + 4 min talks each)
Coffee
Scientific session 3 (3 speakers 20 + 4 min talks each & Added Dimension)
Lunch
Scientific session 4 (4 speakers 20 + 4 min talks each)
Dinner

Tuesday, 8.5.2018: 20 speakers


8:30

o 10:30


11:00

o 13:15


14:30

o 16:30


17:00

o 20:00

Scientific session 5 (5 speakers 20 + 4 min talks each)
Coffee
Scientific session 6 (5 speakers 20 + 4 min talks each)
Lunch
Scientific session 7 (5 speakers 20 + 4 min talks each)
Coffee
Scientific session 8 (5 speakers 20 + 4 min talks each)
Dinner

Wednesday, 9.5.2018: 8 speakers


8:30

o 10:30


11:00

o 12:30

Scientific session 9 (5 speakers 20 + 4 min talks each)
Coffee
Scientific session 10 (3 speakers 20 + 4 min talks each & closing remarks)
Lunch

Departure
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Scientific Programme
Sunday, 6. 5. 2018
13:15 Welcome by C. Lingner (LBG), M. Müller (Vetmed) and P. Valent (MUW)
13:30 Scientific session 1
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Chair: R. Moriggl

David Levy, New York
“Analysing interferon-mediated gene regulation in infection and cancer”
Nancy Hynes, Basel
“The Ret receptor and breast cancer”
William Tse, Louisville
“The role of the AF1q coactivator in multiple core cancer pathways”
Sylvia Knapp, Vienna
“Developmental plasticity of macrophages”
Florian Markowetz, Cambridge
“Inferring patterns of cancer evolution from genomic profiles”

16:00 Coffee break
16:30 Poster session

Chair: F. Grebien

Cancer Research at the LBI-CR (see abstracts pages 7ff)
14 poster presentations of current research projects by junior investigators

19:00 Dinner

SFB-F61 “Monarchies and Hierarchies” (www.jakstat.at) follows the mission to discover how the JAKSTAT pathway drives the complex reorganization of the
genome when cells undergo pathophysiological
changes. Research is based on the assumption that JAKSTAT signals contribute to extensive transcriptome
changes underlying cell growth and immunity on the
one hand, and runaway activation or mutation causing
cancer and derailed immune responses on the other
(© Biolution GmbH 2018).
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SFB-F47
“Myeloproliferative
Neoplasms”
(www.meduniwien.ac.at/hp/sfb-mpn) aims to address the
cellular, biochemical and functional complexity in various
MPN by an integrated multidisciplinary approach, to exploit
network analyses and resulting concepts to define critical
target profiles in neoplastic (stem) cells, and to develop
targeted treatment-strategies.

May 6 – 9 2018

Scientific Programme
Monday, 7. 5. 2018
8:30 Scientific session 2

Chair: R. Moriggl

6.

Christoph Bock, Vienna
“Bioinformatics for Personalized Medicine: Looking Beyond the Genome”
7. Stefan Rose John, Kiel
“Interleukin-6 and ADAM17 in inflammation and cancer”
8. Patrick Gunning, Toronto
“STAT3 and STAT5 inhibitors as anti-cancer strategy”
9. Kojo Elenitoba-Johnson, Philadelphia
"Integrated genomics and proteomics as a driver for discovery of precision targets in lymphoma”
10. Jacqueline Bromberg, New York
“Exosomes: Driving clinically-relevant phenotypes through metabolic modulation”

10:30 Coffee break
11:00 Scientific session 3

Chair: M. Müller

11. A. Tom Look, Boston
“Selective gene dependencies in MYCN-amplified neuroblastoma include the core transcriptional regulatory circuitry”
12. Gerard Evan, Cambridge
“How Ras & Myc cooperate in vivo”
13. Tak Mak, Toronto
“Exploiting metabolic vulnerabilities in cancer”

12:10 Added Dimension Talk
14. Bernd Pulverer, Heidelberg (see abstract page 21)
“Transparent Publishing & Open Science - how to share reproducible data”

13:15 Lunch
14:30 Scientific session 4

Chair: T. Decker

15. Peter Valent, Vienna
“Overcoming Intrinsic Resistance of Leukemic Stem Cells in Myeloid Neoplasms”
16. Angel Lopez, Adelaide
“The role of the IL-3 receptor in signalling in health and disease”
17. Andreas Bergthaler, Vienna
“Receptor tyrosine kinases - the devil is in the detail”
Wolfgang Neubauer, Vienna
“Modern archeology: Deconvoluting complex data into historical landscapes”

20:30 Dinner
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Scientific Programme
Tuesday, 8. 5. 2018
8:30 Scientific session 5

Chair: P. Valent

18. Giulio Superti-Furga, Vienna
“Follow the drug: study the action of pharmaceuticals to understand cancer”
19. Radek Skoda, Basel
“Myeloproliferative neoplasm genome landscape and targeting concepts”
20. Oliver Hantschel, Lausanne
“Mapping and Targeting of Oncoprotein Signaling Networks”
21. Richard Moriggl, Vienna
“Leukemia cell fate decision in association with tyrosine kinase signaling and gene regulatory control”
22. Jürgen Scheller, Düsseldorf
“Interchangeable domain structures of IL-6/IL-12 type cytokine receptors”

10:30 Coffee break
11:00 Scientific session 6

Chair: V. Sexl

23. Meinrad Busslinger, Vienna
“Suppression of autoimmunity by the transcription factor Ikaros”
24. Dagmar Stoiber, Vienna
“STAT3 isoforms in acute myeloid leukemia”
25. Tony Green, Cambridge
“JAK/STAT signalling and stem cell subversion in myeloproliferative neoplasms”
26. Daniel Schramek, Toronto
“In Vivo Veritas - Modelling Cancer in mice using CRISPR”
27. Johannes Zuber, Vienna
“Exploring and exploiting chromatin dependencies in leukemia”

13:15 Lunch
14:30 Scientific session 7

Chair: E. Casanova

28. Torsten Haferlach, Munich
“Single genes, panels, exomes or genomes: Quo vadis hematologic diagnostics?”
29. Veronika Sexl, Vienna
“At the interface of Rb and p53”
30. Florian Grebien, Vienna
“Functional systems-level studies of fusion oncogenes in leukemia”
31. Stefan Kubicek, Vienna
“Functional understanding and targeting of the BRD4-mediated chromatin landscape”
32. György Keserű, Budapest
“Virtual screening protocols for JAK/STAT inhibitors”

16:30 Coffee break
17:00 Scientific session 8

Chair: L. Kenner

33. Thomas Decker, Vienna
“A new look on gene regulation by interferons”
34. Robert Kralovics, Vienna
“Principles of Immunotherapy for CALR and JAK2 positive MPNs”
35. Stefan Constantinescu, Brussels
“Driving Myeloproliferative Neoplasms: STAT5 Activation from Mutants of JAK2 to Mutants of Calreticulin Activating
TPO Receptor”
36. Emilio Casanova, Vienna
“KRAS-Mutated Lung Adenocarcinoma Depends on ErbB Signaling”
37. Anna Obenauf, Vienna
“Molecular mechanisms of metastasis and drug resistance”

19:00 Dinner
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Scientific Programme
Wednesday, 9. 5. 2018
8:30 Scientific session 9

Chair: D. Stoiber

38. Birgit Strobl, Vienna
“Interferon-STAT1 signaling in immunity, infection and cancer”
39. Mathias Müller, Vienna
“From the TYK2 kinase to chromatin remodeling and transcription”
40. Xiaonan Han, Cincinnati
“STAT5 signaling in the intestinal epithelium upon gastrointestinal tract injury”
41. Heinrich Kovar, Vienna
“Oncogene addiction and tumor cell plasticity in Ewing sarcoma”
42. Gregor Hörmann, Vienna
“Pathogenetic relevance of cytokines in systemic mastocytosis”

10:30 Coffee break
11:00 Scientific session 10

Chair: R. Moriggl

43. Kay-Uwe Wagner, Detroit
“Important roles of JAK1 in mammary gland development and breast cancer progression”
44. Gustavo Leone, South Carolina
“E2F-oncogenic transcription factor-dependence in cancer”
45. Lukas Kenner, Vienna
“Thyroid hormone drives prostate cancer and is antagonized by µ-crystalline”
Richard Moriggl, Vienna
“Closing Remarks”

12:30 Lunch and Departure

JAK-STAT pathways are recognized as (i) one of the key pathways in the inflammatory responses and the defense against
infection as well as (ii) one of the twelve core pathways in the initiation and progression of cancer, which are governed
through (iii) increasingly complex molecular mechanisms along canonical and non-canonical routes
(image from www.jak-stat.at, © Biolution GmbH 2018).
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Abstracts
Poster Session
Sunday, 6.5., 16:30

Targeting JAK1/2 in preclinical models of KRAS driven non-small cell lung
cancer
Julian Mohrherr (1), Marcel Haber (1), Herwig Moll, (2) Emilio Casanova (1,2)
(1) Ludwig Boltzmann Institute for Cancer Research (LBI-CR), Vienna, Austria
(2) Department of Physiology, Center for Physiology and Pharmacology, Vienna Austria

Lung cancer still represents the leading cause for cancer related deaths worldwide. Several genetic
alterations have been associated with lung cancer e.g loss of tumor suppressor genes such as p53,
INK4a, LKB1 and mutations/amplifications in several oncogenes like KRAS, EGFR or c-MYC.
Development of KRAS inhibitors has been unsuccessful so far. Approaches to treat KRAS-mutated
tumors are currently based on interfering with either KRAS downstream effectors or with key
signaling pathways in tumorigenesis, such as the JAK/STAT pathway. However, it has lately been
reported that Ruxolitinib (a JAK inhibitor) treatment enhances breast cancer metastasis due to its
immunosuppressive activity. Thus, additional experimental steps have to be taken to unravel the
contribution of JAK1/2 signaling to human KRAS driven NSCLC pathogenesis and the underlying
mechanism of JAK inhibition in this context. Within this project, we aim to: (i) Validate JAK1/2 as a
prognosis marker for human KRAS-mutated NSCLC (ii) Assess the effects of a JAK inhibition on
metastasis-prone preclinical models of NSCLC. Experimentally we plan to address these questions by
combining the analysis of human primary tumor samples (paired with metastatic sites of the same
patient), transplantation-based orthotopic lung cancer mouse models and a genetically engineered
mouse model (GEMMs) harboring advanced autochthonous tumors. We anticipate that the results of
our research will contribute significantly to a better design of clinical trials using JAK1/2 inhibitors in
KRAS driven NSCLC. In our preliminary studies, we discovered that KRAS driven lung tumors
upregulate expression of JAK1 and JAK2 during cancer progression. In addition, we demonstrate that
JAK1/2 inhibition in preclinical models attenuates successfully tumor growth. Taken together, our
data point out a beneficial effect JAK1/2 inhibition in KRAS driven NSCLC tumorigenesis.
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Lung tumors escape immune surveillance by downregulation of A20
1,2

2

2

2

1

Kristina Breitenecker , Julian Mohrherr , Marcel Haber , Emilio Casanova & Herwig Moll
(1) Center for Physiology and Pharmacology, Medical University of Vienna
(2) Ludwig Boltzmann Institute for Cancer Research (LBI-CR), Vienna, Austria

Lung cancer remains the biggest cancer related killer in our society. Tumorigenesis of KRAS mutated
adenocarcinomas (AC) is closely associated with chronic inflammation caused by tobacco smoking,
and the tumors maintain a pro-tumorigenic inflammatory phenotype. Since it is largely unknown how
KRAS mutated AC escape the tight homeostatic control of inflammation, we aimed to shed some
light into the underlying mechanisms.
We found in human KRAS mutated lung AC tissue a significant downregulation of A20, a crucial
gatekeeper of inflammatory homeostasis, as compared to healthy lung parenchyma. Decreased A20
mRNA expression correlates with worse prognosis in lung AC patients. In mice, A20 knockdown in Kras mutant lung tumors resulted in a significant survival disadvantage. In vitro proliferation studies
and transplantation models using immuno-deficient versus –competent mice revealed that an intact
immune system is indispensable for A20 to elicit its tumor repressive functions. Tumor intrinsic A20
knockout resulted in increased expression of the T cell suppressor programmed death ligand 1 (PDL1), likely contributing to tumor immune evasion of A20 deficient tumor cells. Indeed, in our
experimental models we observed increased infiltration of cytotoxic CD8+ T cells and NK cells in A20
expressing lung AC compared to A20 knockout tumors. In patients, in silico cell sorting revealed a
strong positive correlation of A20 expression levels and infiltration of CD8+ T cells and NK cells,
together with increased cytolytic activity as verified by granzyme and perforin expression.
Altogether, our data demonstrates that KRAS driven lung AC downregulate expression of the antiinflammatory enzyme A20 in order to promote immune evasion. A better understanding of the
molecular pathways involved may elucidate novel targets for therapeutic intervention.
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Functional Investigation of SETD2 in acute myeloid leukemia
Jessica Ebner1, Anna Skucha2 and Florian Grebien1, 3
(1) Ludwig Boltzmann Institute for Cancer Research, Vienna, Austria
(2) CeMM Research Center for Molecular Medicine, Vienna, Austria
(3) Institute for Medical Biochemistry, University of Veterinary Medicine, Vienna, Austria

SETD2 (KMT3C) is a non-redundant methyltransferase responsible for H3K36 tri-methylation. The
H3K36me3 histone mark was implicated in transcriptional activation and elongation and has been
associated with DNA mismatch repair, homologous recombination and regulation of alternative
splicing. The role of SETD2 in cancer is controversial. SETD2 is frequently mutated in various cancers
and heterozygous SETD2 loss caused chemotherapy resistance in cell lines and mouse models. In
contrast, we and others found that SETD2 expression is critical in MLL-rearranged leukemia. Loss of
SETD2 resulted in increased DNA damage, reduced proliferation and induction of differentiation in
acute myeloid leukemia (AML) cells in vitro and in vivo. It is not clear which of the proposed
molecular functions of SETD2 contribute to its cancer-specific roles. To clarify the functional role of
SETD2 in AML we plan to employ a set of complementary approaches ranging from biochemistry to
chemical biology.
First, we will use the CRISPR/Cas9 technology to introduce various affinity- and degron tags into the
endogenous SETD2 locus in human leukemia cell lines. Resulting new cell line models will allow
functional investigation of SETD2-containing protein complexes and their association with chromatin,
as well as global transcriptional and genomic consequences upon induced SETD2 degradation.
Bioinformatic integration of these large-scale datasets will provide novel insights into the role of
SETD2 in leukemia.
In parallel, we aim to identify chemical structures that can be used as probes to study SETD2
function. We are currently establishing an immunofluorescence-based read-out for monitoring the
loss of the SETD2-dependent H3K36me3 mark. Using this approach, we plan to screen a large
collection of compounds for cell-permeable inhibitors of H3K36 tri-methylation. Additionally, we plan
to identify small molecule SETD2 binders by a virtual screening approach. Top candidates from both
experimental and virtual screens will be further validated in biochemical and cell biological assays to
identify molecules with highest potency.
Both approaches will provide new insights into the molecular mechanism of SETD2 in normal and
cancer cells.
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Comparative evaluation of algorithms and normalization strategies for
improved detection of differential chromatin occupancy patterns in ChIP-seq
datasets
Thomas Eder (1), Florian Grebien (1,2)
(1) Ludwig Boltzmann Institute for Cancer Research (LBI-CR), Vienna, Austria
(2) Institute for Medical Biochemistry, University of Veterinary Medicine Vienna, Austria

Chromatin immunoprecipitation followed by sequencing (ChIP-seq) is a widely used technique that
enables the global investigation of protein-DNA interactions. One main application of this technology
is the analysis of differential chromatin binding patterns of proteins of interest between varying
biological states. Various algorithms have been developed to perform these comparisons between
different ChIP-seq datasets. In particular, normalization strategies can greatly vary between different
computational tools, and this can have a strong influence on the analysis results.
Most researchers do not know which built-in normalization methods in different computational tools
are appropriate for the ChIP-seq data at hand, and using inapt tools can lead to erroneous analysis
outcomes. To overcome this limitation, we aimed to evaluate and compare available ChIP-seq
analysis tools to provide recommendations for specific biological scenarios of differential genome
occupancy.
We created standardized reference datasets by in-silico simulation of ChIP-seq data representing
different biological scenarios. This includes up- and down-regulation of equal proportions of genomic
regions in both samples versus global reduction of genomic regions in one sample. We used these
scenarios to evaluate the performance of 22 available tools for differential ChIP-seq analysis by
identifying unique and overlapping regions, which were used to calculate Precision-Recall curves.
This comprehensive analysis revealed enormous differences in precision and recall between all
tested tools, which mainly depend on the size and shape of simulated peaks as well as on the
regulation scenario. Currently, we are verifying our findings with publicly available and unpublished
ChIP-seq datasets. Our comprehensive analysis provides unbiased recommendations for particular
analysis tools that depend on different biological scenarios. The application of appropriate analysis
tools will greatly improve the outcomes of ChIP-seq studies, which will ultimately lead to improved
identification of molecular mechanisms.
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Functional cooperation of CEBPA and TET2 mutations in Acute Myeloid
Leukemia
Elizabeth Heyes1, Luisa Schmidt1, Thomas Eder1, Giacomo Volpe2, Claudio Schmidt1, Konstantina
Chatziathanasiou1, Jonathan Frampton2, Florian Grebien1,3
(1) Ludwig Boltzmann Institute for Cancer Research, Vienna, Waehringer Strasse 13a, 1090, Austria
(2) Institute of Cancer and Genomic Sciences, College of Medical and Dental Sciences, University of
Birmingham, Birmingham, B15 2TT, UK
(3) Institute for Medical Biochemistry, University of Veterinary Medicine Vienna, Austria

The gene encoding the transcription factor CCAAT-enhancer-binding protein (CEBPA) is mutated in
9% of Acute Myeloid Leukemia (AML) patients. Most of these mutations induce frameshifts in the
CEBPA N-terminus, resulting in expression of a truncated variant of C/EBPα, termed p30. Mutations
in the C-terminal basic leucine zipper domain (bZIP) disrupt the DNA-binding ability of C/EBPα. AML
patients harbor either mono- or biallelic CEBPA-mutations (CEBPAmo or CEBPAbi) and both genotypes
are associated with concurrent mutations in other genes. Mutations in TET2 are among the most
commonly co-occurring mutations in both groups (24.4% in CEBPAmo / 15.7% in CEBPAbi). We
hypothesize that combinatorial effects of CEBPA mutations together with genetic lesions in TET2
specifically rewire transcriptional and epigenetic circuitries in AML cells, thereby strongly influencing
disease outcome.
We are using the CRISPR-Cas9 technology to establish novel cellular models harboring Cebpa
mutations in combination with Tet2 mutations. After introducing Tet2 mutations into previously
established Cebpa-mutated murine cell lines, we observed a strong selective advantage of Tet2targeted cells compared to parental cells. To elucidate molecular mechanisms underlying changes
dependent on these genetic alterations, we profiled the genomic landscapes of these cell lines using
ATAC-Seq. This revealed that Tet2 mutation was associated with reduced frequencies of genomic
regions that are characterized by open chromatin. In parallel, we are generating transplantation
models to investigate the potential functional cooperation between Cebpa and Tet2 mutations
during leukemogenesis in vivo.
Characterization of cell-line and and in vivo models by RNA-, ChIP- and ATAC-Seq will provide deeper
insights into the global epigenetic and transcriptomic changes that depend on CEBPA- and TET2
mutations in a physiologically relevant mutational context. This will enhance our understanding of
gene cooperativity in AML and could provide entry points for the development of novel patient
management strategies.
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Integrative functional analysis of the DEK-NUP214 fusion protein in acute
myeloid leukaemia
Fabio Liberante (1), Konstantina Chatziathanasiou (1), Florian Grebien (1, 2)
(1) Ludwig Boltzmann Institute for Cancer Research (LBI-CR), Vienna, Austria
(2) Institute for Medical Biochemistry, University of Veterinary Medicine Vienna, Austria

Acute myeloid leukaemia (AML) encompasses a wide diversity of clinically and molecularly defined
diseases associated with poor prognosis. Oncogenic fusion proteins resulting from chromosomal
rearrangements often drive this malignancy. Although common AML fusions have been extensively
characterized, we still lack functional understanding of the many rare fusion oncoproteins, which
affect a significant number of patients (~1,000 diagnoses/year in the EU). The t(6;9) rearrangement
leads to the production of a DEK-NUP214 fusion protein, which has been shown to drive malignant
transformation in AML. Very little is known about the mechanistic basis of DEK-NUP214-induced
leukaemia and, currently, there are no therapies targeting it.
This project uses a multi-pronged approach to address these gaps in understanding. We used
genome engineering via CRISPR/Cas9 to introduce specific epitope tags into the endogenous DEKand DEK-NUP214 genes in leukaemia cell lines. Using ribonucleoprotein Cas9/crRNA complexes, we
have successfully edited, isolated and validated sub-clones from cell lines to harbour Strep-HAtagged DEK alleles. This allows isolation of DEK-NUP214 protein complexes through affinity
purification under standardized conditions and the characterization of their composition by mass
spectrometry (AP-MS). Further, ChIP-Seq will identify the promoters/enhancers through which DEKNUP214 drives a proliferative transcriptional program.
In parallel, we are developing retroviral mouse models of DEK-NUP214-dependent leukaemia. Using
a Tet-off system we aim to identify the immediate transcriptional effects of DEK-NUP214 fusion
depletion through RNA-Seq in vivo. Finally, establishing an inducible miR-E-based knockdown system
in murine and human DEK-NUP214-expressing cells will allow both in vitro and in vivo validation of
identified gene targets as requirements for DEK-NUP214 leukaemia maintenance.
Integrative analysis and thorough validation of the combined data will identify critical effectors of
DEK-NUP214 AML, unearthing targets for novel therapeutic and diagnostic strategies for AML
patients.
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CEBPA-mutant Acute Myeloid Leukemia is Sensitive to Small-MoleculeMediated Inhibition of the Menin-MLL Interaction
Luisa Schmidt (1), Elizabeth Heyes (1), Lisa Scheiblecker (1), Thomas Eder (1), Giacomo Volpe (2), Jonathan
Frampton (2), Claus Nerlov (3), Peter Valent (4), Jolanta Grembecka (5), Florian Grebien (1,6)
(1) Ludwig Boltzmann Institute for Cancer Research, Vienna, Austria.
(2) Institute of Biomedical Research, College of Medical and Dental Sciences, University of Birmingham, UK.
(3) MRC Molecular Haematology Unit, Weatherall Institute of Molecular Medicine, University of Oxford, UK.
(4) Department of Internal Medicine I, Division of Hematology & Hemostaseology, Ludwig Boltzmann Cluster
Oncology, Medical University of Vienna, Austria.
(5) Department of Pathology, University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, MI 48109, USA.

(6) Institute for Medical Biochemistry, University of Veterinary Medicine Vienna, Austria
The gene encoding the transcription factor C/EBPα is mutated in 9% of acute myeloid leukemia
(AML) patients. CEBPA N-terminal mutations cause selective ablation of full length C/EBPα p42
without affecting expression of the shorter p30 isoform. Depletion of p42 leads to increased cell
growth and blocks myeloid differentiation resulting in the development of AML. However, the
mechanistic basis of C/EBPα p30-induced leukemogenesis is incompletely understood.
We hypothesized that an interaction between the oncogenic C/EBPα p30 isoform and the SET/MLL
histone methyltransferase complex is required for p30-dependent epigenetic and transcriptomic
changes that contribute to leukemogenesis. Therefore we aimed to investigate the sensitivity of
CEBPA-mutant AML to perturbation of MLL-function.
We found that C/EBPα and MLL co-localize on promoters of p30 target genes, indicating functional
cooperativity in gene regulation. Targeted CRISPR/Cas9-mediated mutagenesis of the Mll gene
revealed that myeloid progenitor cells from a Cebpa(p30/p30) AML mouse model were dependent
on the expression of an intact MLL protein. Further, Mll targeting strongly induced myeloid
differentiation as measured by increased cell surface levels of Mac-1.
Cebpa(p30/p30) cells were hypersensitive to pharmacological perturbation of the MLL complex using
two potent small-molecule inhibitors of the Menin-MLL interaction (MI-463 and MI-503). Inhibitor
treatment led to a time- and dose-dependent impairment of proliferation, induction of cell cycle
arrest and increased apoptosis. Further, RNA-seq analysis revealed gene expression changes
associated with myeloid differentiation, which was confirmed by flow cytometric analysis of
differentiation marker expression.
In summary, our data indicate that C/EBPα p30 cooperates with the SET/MLL complex to regulate
gene expression. We show that CEBPA-mutated AML is highly sensitive to perturbation of the MLL
complex, either via genetic ablation of MLL or through pharmacological inhibition of the MLL-Menin
interaction. These findings expand our understanding of N-terminal CEBPA mutated AML and may
inform new therapeutic strategies for this disease.
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NUP98-rearranged Acute Myeloid Leukemia expresses high levels of CDK6
and is hypersensitive to Palbociclib treatment
Schmoellerl, J. (1), Barbosa, I. (2), Eder, T. (1), Schmidt, L. (1), van der Veen, C. (1), Jude, J. (2), Pham, HT (1),
Roth, M. (2), Zuber, J. (2), Grebien, F. (1,3)
(1) Ludwig Boltzmann Institute for Cancer Research (LBI-CR), Vienna, Austria
(2) Research Institute of Molecular Pathology (IMP), Vienna, Austria
(3) Institute for Medical Biochemistry, University of Veterinary Medicine Vienna, Austria

Chromosomal rearrangements involving the Nucleoporin 98 (NUP98) gene are recurrently found in
patients suffering from acute myeloid leukemia (AML) and are associated with poor prognosis. In
these patients, the N-terminal part of the NUP98 gene is fused to the C-terminal portion of various
partner genes, resulting in the expression of more than 25 distinct NUP98 fusion proteins. To date,
targeted therapy of patients with NUP98 rearrangements is not possible, as the molecular
mechanisms underlying NUP98-fusion-protein-dependent leukemogenesis are unknown.
We hypothesize that leukemogenesis induced by molecularly distinct NUP98 fusion proteins depends
on common oncogenic mechanisms that are encoded in the fusion proteins’ abilities to specifically
alter gene expression. To identify the conserved network of critical genes that is essential for
leukemogenesis we aimed to elucidate global effects of distinct NUP98 fusion oncoproteins on the
transcriptome in a systematic manner.
We established mouse AML models driven by four common NUP98 fusions proteins that allow
tetracycline (Tet)-mediated control of oncogene expression in vivo. Despite expressing molecularly
distinct NUP98 oncoproteins, mice developed a phenotypically similar, transplantable AML-like
disease with full penetrance. Phenotypic analysis of moribund mice exhibited severe splenomegaly
and > 80% oncogene-expressing myeloid blasts in bone marrow and spleen.
RNA-seq analysis upon acute Tet-mediated oncogene repression during leukemogenesis identified a
set of NUP98-fusion-protein-regulated genes that are potentially involved in disease development
and maintenance. Within this core of regulated target genes, we found that Cdk6 was highly
expressed in leukemic blasts, but rapidly down-regulated upon oncogene shutdown. ChIP-seq
analysis showed that NUP98-fusion proteins were associated with the Cdk6 promoter region.
Deletion of Cdk6 delayed NUP98-fusion protein-induced leukemia in vitro and in vivo, establishing
CDK6 as a target in NUP98-fusion expressing AML. In line with this, human and mouse AML cells
transformed with NUP98-fusion-proteins were hypersensitive to treatment with the CDK4/6-inhibitor
Palbociclib.
Thus, inhibition of CDK6 could represent a promising approach to treat patients suffering from
NUP98-fusion-protein-driven AML.
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Functional Proteomics Analysis of AML-related NUP98-Fusion Protein
Interactomes
Stefan Terlecki-Zaniewicz (1), Johannes Schmöllerl (1), Thomas Eder (1) Katja Parapatics (2), André Müller (2),
Florian Grebien (1,3)
(1) Ludwig Boltzmann Institute for Cancer Research, Vienna, Austria.
(2) Research Center for Molecular Medicine (CeMM), Vienna, Austria
(3) Institute for Medical Biochemistry, University of Veterinary Medicine Vienna, Austria

Chromosomal translocations in cancer can result in the production of oncogenic fusion proteins
(FPs). In leukemia, a particularly high number of fusion oncogenes has been identified. FPs involving
the Nucleoporin 98 (NUP98) gene are found in ~2% of acute myeloid leukemia (AML) patients. The
NUP98 multi-partner translocation family features >25 different FPs, all harbouring an N-terminal
NUP98 (N-NUP98) fragment fused to distinct C-terminal partners. Previous studies showed that
different NUP98-FPs cause similar AML phenotypes in humans and mouse models. We postulate that
NUP98-FPs share molecular mechanisms that depend on conserved protein-protein interactions to
modulate important leukemogenic pathways. Thus, we aim to identify critical effector proteins
through mass spectrometry (MS)-based profiling of the interactomes of 5 representative, yet distinct
NUP98-FPs.
Inducible affinity-tagged variants of five selected NUP98-FPs (NUP98-HOXA9, -JARID1A, -DDX10, NSD1 and -PSIP1) and a control N-NUP98-fragment were stably expressed in human AML cells.
Protein complexes were purified from lysates and their composition was characterized by MS. Data
were analysed using PeptideShaker to identify the interactomes of NUP98-FPs. NUP98 and known
NUP98-binding partners, such as RAE1 and HNRNPM, were highly abundant in all datasets. Upon
stringent filtering, we identified a network of 484 proteins of which 21 were bound by all six bait
proteins. Notably, 46 proteins exclusively interacted with the N-NUP98-fragment, whereas 90 copurified with three or more NUP98-fusion proteins. Network analysis and functional annotation of
the conserved interactors revealed protein complexes involved in transcription and mRNA splicing,
while no components of the nuclear pore complex (NPC) were found, indicating that NUP98-FPs have
active roles in transcriptional control but do not co-localise with the NPC.
Altogether, this study provides the first comprehensive protein interactome of five NUP98-FPs.
Together with the future functional investigation of common NUP98-FP interactors, this study will
significantly enhance our understanding of the molecular mechanisms of NUP98-FP driven AML.
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The role of the gain-of-function STAT5BN642H mutation in the development of
leukemia/lymphoma in different hematopoietic lineages
Heidi Neubauer (1,2), Ha Thi Thanh Pham (1,2), Tobias Suske (2), Katrin Spirk (2), Safia Zahma (2), Simone
Tangermann (3), Michaela Prchal-Murphy (4), Barbara Maurer (2,4), Veronika Sexl (4), Peter Valent (5), Auke
Boersma (6), Thomas Rülicke (6), Lukas Kenner (1,3,7) and Richard Moriggl (1,2,8).
(1) Ludwig Boltzmann Institute for Cancer Research, Vienna, Austria.
(2) Institute of Animal Breeding and Genetics, University of Veterinary Medicine Vienna, Austria.
(3) Unit of Pathology of Laboratory Animals, University of Veterinary Medicine Vienna, Austria.
(4) Institute of Pharmacology and Toxicology, University of Veterinary Medicine Vienna, Austria.
(5) Department of Internal Medicine I, Division of Hematology & Hemostaseology, Ludwig Boltzmann Cluster
Oncology, Medical University of Vienna, Austria.
(6) Institute of Laboratory Animal Science and Biomodels, University of Veterinary Medicine Vienna, Austria.
(7) Clinical Institute of Pathology, Medical University of Vienna, Austria.
(8) Medical University of Vienna, Vienna, Austria

STAT5 transcription factors are critical downstream effectors of cytokine and growth factor signalling
through the JAK/STAT pathway. The two gene products, STAT5A and STAT5B play important roles in
cell proliferation, survival and differentiation. However, mutations in hematopoietic cancer patients
are predominantly found within the SH2 domain of STAT5B, and particularly STAT5BN642H has
emerged as a hotspot gain-of-function (GOF) mutation resulting in aggressive leukemia/lymphoma
associated with therapy resistance and worse prognosis. Here, we show that expression of
STAT5BN642H, or another reported GOF mutant STAT5BY665F, in cytokine-dependent cells
conferred persistent and prolonged STAT5B activation upon cytokine withdrawal, compared with
wild-type STAT5B expression. Notably, moderate expression of human STAT5BN642H
(hSTAT5BN642H) in the hematopoietic compartment in mice resulted in rapid development of an
aggressive, transplantable CD8+ T-cell disease. Detailed examination of these mice revealed
prominent lethal infiltration of neoplastic T-cells into peripheral organs including lung, heart, skin and
brain, highlighting the aggressive nature of STAT5BN642H-driven disease. Interestingly,
hSTAT5BN642H mice also displayed elevated levels of myeloid progenitor cells, as well as an increase
in splenic myeloid cell number, compared with wild-type and hSTAT5B control mice. Furthermore,
bone marrow cells from hSTAT5BN642H mice showed significantly increased colony-forming
potential in response to individual myeloid cytokines, and displayed capacity to form colonies even in
the absence of any cytokine. Moreover, isolation and transplantation of myeloid progenitor cells
from donor hSTAT5BN642H mice into non-irradiated recipients resulted in the development of
myeloid leukemia, demonstrating that STAT5BN642H also transforms cells of the myeloid lineage.
Overall, these data highlight the aggressive nature of the GOF STAT5BN642H mutation, and exploring
the mechanisms behind lineage-specific transformation driven by STAT5BN642H will provide insights
into potential treatment strategies for patients with STAT5BN642H-driven disease.
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The Role of STAT3 in Ewing Sarcoma
Rahil Noorizadeh (1,2), Tahereh Javaheri (1,2), Barbara Sax (1,2), Marc Wiedner (1,2) Jan Pencik (1,3), Ha Pham
(1,2), Marcin Jurga (4), Lukas Kenner (1,3), Patrick T. Gunning (5,6) Heinrich Kovar (7,8), Richard Moriggl (1,2,7)
(1) Ludwig Boltzmann Institute for Cancer Research, Vienna, Austria
(2) Institute of Animal Breeding and Genetics, University of Veterinary Medicine, Vienna, Austria
(3) Department of Clinical Pathology, Medical University of Vienna, Austria
(4) Cryo-Save Labs NV, Attn. The Cell Factory (R&D department) Galileilaan 19, B-2845 Niel, Belgium
(5) Dept. of Chemical & Physical Sciences, Uni. of Toronto Mississauga, Mississauga, ON, Canada
(6) Department of Chemistry, University of Toronto, Toronto, ON, Canada
(7) Medical University of Vienna, Austria
(8) Children´s Cancer Research Institute, St. Anna Kinderkrebsforschung, Vienna, Austria

Ewing Sarcoma (EwS) is an aggressive pediatric bone and soft tissue tumor driven by the EWS/FLI1
(EF) fusion protein. It presumably originates from mesenchymal progenitor cells (MPC) and STAT3
transcription factor activation in human EwS is frequent. Thus, we explored the role of STAT3
signaling to explore its tumor biology in EwS. There are two conserved activating phosphorylation
sites on the STAT3 molecule: tyrosine 705 (Y705), which is important for parallel STAT3 dimerization,
nuclear translocation, DNA binding and transcription, and serine 727 (S727), which is located within
the transactivation domain (TAD) and is pivotal for maximal STAT3 activation and mitochondrial
function. To interrogate the importance of these two phosphoresidues of STAT3 in EwS, we stably
expressed STAT3 either containing a dominant-negative point mutation at Y705 (Y705F) or lacking
the TAD (Δ683) in two human EwS cell lines followed by transformation assay testing in vitro and in
immunosuppressed xenografted NSG mice. Notably, EwS cells expressing the STAT3Δ683 variant
showed significantly reduced proliferation, colony-forming potential and tumor growth in vivo,
compared to GFP control cells. Surprisingly, however, Y705F cells displayed increased proliferation,
colony formation and in vivo tumor growth. Furthermore, we did see high serine phosphorylation
and we conclude that mitochondrial function of STAT3 might be key for EwS cancer cell biology. We
also explored the role of direct STAT3 function as an oncogene to induce EwS-like sarcomas. Thus, we
introduced hyperactive gain of function STAT3 variants frequently found in patients (Y640F and
D661V) into mesenchymal stem cells expressing EF that are self-renewing and that are immortalized
(MSCsEF), but that display a high apoptotic index. MSCsEF do not form tumors in xenograft
experiments and transduction with hyperactive STAT3 variants boosted cell proliferation, colony
formation and sarcoma formation in xenografted mice. We could conclude that STAT3 acts as an
oncogene in EwS. Importantly, we predict an essential role for STAT3 in EwS cancer cell metabolism,
since blocking mitochondrial function of STAT3 through the deletion of the TAD reduced tumorigenic
potential. We also employed pharmacologic blockade of STAT3 and we are currently employing
additional in vitro and in vivo approaches to further investigate the role of STAT3, and specifically its
mitochondrial functions, in EwS.
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Targeting STAT5 in Hematopoietic Cancer
Anna Orlova (1,2), Bettina Wingelhofer (1,2), Barbara Maurer (3), Elizabeth C. Heyes (1), Abbarna A.
Cumaraswamy (4,5), Angelika Berger-Becvar (4,5), Elvin D. de Araujo (4,5), Patricia Freund (1,2), Frank Ruge
(1,2), Jisung Park (4,5), Gary Tin (4,5), Siawash Ahmar (4,5), Charles-Hugues Lardeau (6), Irina Sadovnik (7),
Dávid Bajusz (8), György Miklós Keserű (8), Florian Grebien (1,9), Stefan Kubicek (6), Peter Valent (7), Patrick
T. Gunning (4,5), Richard Moriggl (1,2,10)
(1) Ludwig Boltzmann Institute for Cancer Research, Vienna, Austria
(2) Institute of Animal Breeding and Genetics, University of Veterinary Medicine, Vienna, Austria
(3) Institute of Pharmacology and Toxicology, University of Veterinary Medicine, Vienna, Austria
(4) Dept. of Chemical & Physical Sciences, Uni. of Toronto Mississauga, Mississauga, ON, Canada
(5) Department of Chemistry, University of Toronto, Toronto, ON, Canada
(6) Research Center for Molecular Medicine (CeMM), Vienna, Austria
(7) Department of Internal Medicine I, Division of Hematology & Hemostaseology, Ludwig Boltzmann Cluster
Oncology, Medical University of Vienna, Austria
(8) Research Centre for Natural Sciences, Hungarian Academy of Sciences, Budapest, Hungary
(9) Institute for Medical Biochemistry, University of Veterinary Medicine Vienna, Austria
(10) Medical University of Vienna, Austria

Targeted inhibition of hematopoietic malignances is predominantly achieved through small
molecular weight tyrosine kinases (TK) inhibitors (TKI). TKI treatment is often jeopardized by
development of resistance and severe side-effects. Importantly, TK are frequently hyperactivated in
cancer and this result in downstream activation of the STAT transcription factor family. STAT5 was
shown to be critical for disease initiation and progression in multiple forms of hematopoietic cancer.
Therefore, strategies are required to target STAT5A and STAT5B gene products. Mechanism of STAT5
action suggests two ways it can be targeted – prevention of its dimerization via blocking SH2 domain
interaction or by preventing its high-order oligomerization via targeting its N-terminal domain.
To undergo STAT5 SH2 targeting approach we screened a small compound library of potential STAT5
inhibitors for specific SH2 domain binders using a fluorescent polarization assay. Thereby, we
identified the inhibitory molecule AC-4-130, that binds to the SH2 domain of STAT5 with significant
affinity and specificity, subsequently resulting in the disruption of the reciprocal STAT5phosphopeptide interactions. It efficiently blocked kinase-mediated phosphorylation, dimer
formation, nuclear translocation and STAT5 mediated target gene expression. Further, we observed a
time- and dose-dependent impairment of proliferation, blocked cell cycle progression and increased
apoptosis. Studies with patient-derived AML samples similarly showed an induction of cell apoptosis
and decreased colony forming capabilities. A combinatorial drug screen revealed synergistic effects
with TK inhibitors, as well as with drugs standardly used in the treatment of AML patients, e.g.
Ruxolitinib and Garcinol. Finally, AC-4-130 significantly suppressed tumor growth in vivo without
general toxicity in healthy organs and unbiased RNA-seq analysis confirmed specific STAT5 targeting.
Overall, our findings indicate that AC-4-130 is a potent and selective inhibitor of STAT5 SH2 domain.
This lead structure is a basis for further chemical modifications and clinical development for the
identification of compounds to improve existing therapies.
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STAT5-driven T cell neoplasia: a closer look at thymic T cell development
Tobias Suske (1), Barbara Maurer (2), Ha Pham (3), Heidi Neubauer (1,4), Katrin Spirk (4), Anna Orlova (1,4),
Safia Zahma (1), Simone Tangermann (5), Auke Boersma (6), Thomas Kolbe (7,8), Lukas Kenner (4,5,9), Thomas
Rülicke (6) and Richard Moriggl (1,4,9)
(1) Institute of Animal Breeding and Genetics, University of Veterinary Medicine, Vienna, Austria
(2) Institute of Pharmacology and Toxicology, University of Veterinary Medicine, Vienna, Austria
(3) Institute of Medical Genetics, Center of Pathobiochemistry and Genetics, Medical University of Vienna,
Austria
(4) Ludwig Boltzmann Institute for Cancer Research, Vienna, Austria
(5) Unit of Pathology of Laboratory Animals, University of Veterinary Medicine, Vienna Austria
(6) Institute of Laboratory Animal Science, and
(7) Biomodels Austria, University of Veterinary Medicine, Vienna, Austria
(8) IFA-Tulln, University of Natural Resources and Life Sciences, Tulln, Austria
(9) Clinical Institute of Pathology, Medical University of Vienna, Vienna, Austria
(10) Medical University of Vienna, Vienna, Austria

The recurrent activating point mutation in human STAT5BN642H was found in more than 100 patients
with aggressive mature T cell neoplasia or immature T-cell acute lymphoblastic leukemia linked to
poor survival and increased risk of relapse. Accordingly, transgenic mice expressing hyperactive
STAT5BN642H or STAT5AS710F (vcS5) under the vav promoter develop lymphoid neoplasia with massive
expansion of mature CD8+ T cells in the periphery that leads to organ infiltration and organ failure.
The diseased cytotoxic lymphocytes are fully functional and hypersensitive to cytokines, and the mice
succumb to pulmonary obstruction as the main cause of death. To understand lineage commitment
of early T cell precursors (ETP) harboring the mutation, we analyzed thymi of diseased STAT5BN642H
mice and controls. We observed highly increased numbers of CD8+ single positive (SP) T cells and less
CD4+ CD8+ double positive (DP) cells underlining the strong commitment into the cytotoxic T cell
lineage. Under physiologic conditions murine CD4- CD8- double negative (DN) cells undergo
maturation from DN1 to DN4 indicated by expression of CD25 and CD44 as a prerequisite to
successfully pass T cell receptor selection. Here, we show that this development is disrupted in
STAT5BN642H mice as expression of CD25 is almost completely abolished. This results in a direct switch
from DN1 to DN4 stage. Thymi are enlarged in STAT5N642H mice compared to wildtype mice, which is
not the case for vcS5 mice. Interestingly, in a RAG2-deficient background vcS5 transgenic mice
overcome lymphopenia with arrest in DN stage and develop rapid lethal thymic lymphomas.
Diseased Rag2-/- vcS5 mice bear high populations of thymic DP cells, absent in Rag2-/- mice due to
abolished V(D)J recombination. RNA-seq analysis is used to understand core cancer pathway action.
Our results indicate that STAT5 hyperactivation disrupts thymic T cell development through driving
thymic lymphomagenesis.
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The role of STAT3β in acute myeloid leukemia
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STAT3, a multifunctional regulator of transcription, is expressed as two alternatively spliced isoforms,
STAT3α and truncated STAT3β. Although formerly postulated as a dominant negative form of fulllength STAT3, STAT3β has been shown to have various regulatory functions and recently gained
attention as a powerful anti-tumorigenic molecule in cancer. Deregulated STAT3 signaling is
frequently observed in leukemogenesis and is associated with a poor clinical outcome in acute
myeloid leukemia (AML). However, the exact role of STAT3β in AML remains elusive. To gain better
understanding of the function of STAT3β in leukemia we analyzed leukemic blasts derived from AML
patients regarding STAT3 isoform mRNA expression. We observed a correlation between predicted
prognosis and the STAT3β/STAT3α expression ratio. Specifically, a higher STAT3β/STAT3α ratio in
patients was associated with a favorable prognosis and increased overall survival when compared to
patients with adverse clinical risk. Moreover, we generated a novel inducible Stat3β transgenic
mouse model and crossed it with mice lacking PTEN, a previously described model for AML. In
addition, we used an AML mouse model based on the MLL-AF9 fusion, which frequently occurs in
AML patients. Here, fetal liver-derived stem cells from Stat3β transgenic mice were transduced with
a retrovirus encoding for the MLL-AF9 translocation and transplanted into NOD.Cg-Prkdcscid
Il2rgtm1WjI/SzJ (NSG) mice. In both mouse models the expression of STAT3β significantly delayed
disease progression, impaired leukemic infiltration and increased overall survival. Although the
underlying mechanisms of this anti-tumorigenic effect are still elusive, RNA-Seq analysis revealed
around 70 genes specifically regulated in leukemic blasts upon STAT3β transgene expression,
especially in pathways for cell surface interactions at the vascular wall. In conclusion, we
demonstrated that STAT3β plays an important tumor-suppressive role in AML mouse models and
that the balance of STAT3 isoforms could serve as a prognostic tool for AML patients.
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Added Dimension Talk
Monday, 7.5., 12:10

Transparent Publishing & Open Science - how to share reproducible data
Bernd Pulverer, Chief Editor at The EMBO Journal and Head of Scientific Publications at EMBO
Scientific progress depends on efficient mechanisms to select, quality control and share rigorous and
reproducible research. I will discuss how the editorial and peer review process can be reformed to
assess both the interest of the claims made and the reliability, reproducibility and integrity of the
experimental data. EMBO Press has instituted a suite of editorial policies called the ‘Transparent
Process’ that aims to render publishing more informed, fair and efficient, as well as a research
integrity assessment process that runs in parallel to peer review.
Open Science is about efficient access to all meaningful research outputs; it encompasses “big data”
just as much as bench science. We will discuss mechanisms of open science communication,
including new publishing modalities that facilitate sharing of research data with minimal delay and
maximal transparency, such as preprints and EMBO Source Data, which allows data-centric
publishing and data discoverability. I will mention cultural and institutional obstacles in implementing
an Open Science future that renders scientific research more efficient and effective.
In times of limited funding and a metrics centric research assessment process, the pressures to
publish in a subset of journals can increase dramatically. I will discuss the challenges this poses to the
publication process in the context of reproducibility and scientific integrity and focus on the
responsibilities of the different stakeholders in terms of education, quality control, reporting and
sanctions.
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